Significance of site and nodal metastases in squamous cell carcinoma of the epiglottis.
One hundred twelve patients treated by surgery alone for squamous cell carcinoma of the epiglottis were retrospectively reviewed. The results showed: (1) 27 per cent of patients with N0 disease had microscopic nodal metastases; (2) 35 to 47 per cent of patients with N0 and N1 disease and histologically positive nodes (micrometastases) in the initial neck dissection developed contralateral nodal metastases; (3) 36.9 per cent of the patients who had nodal micrometastases (histologically positive) survived five years, as contrasted with 94.5 per cent of those who did not have node involvement; (4) 53.2 per cent of the patients who had nodal metastases in one neck and 16 per cent of those who had metastases in both necks survived five years; (5) when the primary tumor in the epiglottis was located in the midline or there was bilateral supraglottic involvement, 18 to 50 per cent of patients developed contralateral ("second") neck nodal metastases; (6) performing early elective contralateral ("second") neck dissection shortly after recovery from the initial surgery may improve survival of patients in whom either the "first" neck dissection showed microscopic nodal metastases and/or the primary tumor was located either in midline or there was bilateral supraglottic involvement.